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Vibrations Influence on the MS-1 N-8811 

Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors 

Reliability 

Dan IUDEAN  and  Radu MUNTEANU jr. 

Abstract - This article has the purpose to estimate statistically the vibrations influence on the MS-1 N-8811 permanent magnet 

synchronous motors reliability and the working probability for a batch of ten permanent magnet synchronous motors of this type 

working properly and the faulted. The reliability calculation of ten permanent magnet synchronous motors was realized. To 

determine the vibrations and reliability parameters, the electric motors were tested in laboratory conditions. 

Index terms: Reliability; Reliability indicators; Vibrations, Electric motors 

 

1. INTRODUCTION

 

The statistical estimation of the working 

probability [1] without fault is being realized starting 

from the background that the motors which break down 

are neither repaired nor replaced. This statistical 

estimation is given by the formula [2] [3]: 
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where:  

- 
0

N  represents the number of the motors at the 

beginning of the test; 

- )(tn  represent the number of the deteriorated 

motors within time t. 

The malfunction probability of the electric motor 

is given by the relation: 
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The failure rate is marked with )(t [4]. This 

represents the malfunction probability of an electric 

motor per unit time, after a predetermined time 

moment. The statistic estimation of the failure rate is 

given by the formula [1][6][10]: 
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where )(tn  represents the number of motors which 

broke down within a time period t , and 
med

N

represents the average number of motors which are 

functioning within time period t . 
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The failure rate is equal to faults appearance 

probability related to the good functioning probability 

[1][10][14]:  
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Thus, the failure rate for a normal functioning 

period of the motor could be considered constant, 

.ct  According to probability theory, the random 

faults are distributed exponentially. The intensity of 

these random faults is time-independent. In this case, 

the probability of functioning without fault is given by 

the formula [2][3]: 

 tetR )(  (5) 

The average functioning time without fault is 

marked with 
med

t . The statistical estimation of this good 

functioning average time is given by the formula: 
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where 
ti

t  represents the time functioning without fault 

of a motor i (MTTF). 

From a mathematical point of view, the good 

average functioning time represents the estimated 

functioning without a fault of a motor [7][10]: 
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This defines an average period of time between 

the functioning start and the first fault. Considering 

.ct  the average time of good functioning is equal to 



1


med
t , this is also characterizing the good 

functioning average time between two faults (MTBF). 
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2. REDUCING NOISES AND VIBRATIONS 

FOR PERMANENT MAGNET 

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS IN ORDER TO 

IMPROVE RELIABILITY 

Noises of mechanical and aerodynamic origin are 

louder than those that have an electromagnetic origin 

inside continuous current motors. Brushes are one of 

the major sources of noise. 

Vibrations and noises of mechanical origin have a 

much higher level than those of electromagnetic origin 

in case of synchronous motors. 

The noise of mechanical origin can be reduced 

realizing a prediction on natural functioning 

frequencies, on optimal selection of the constituent 

materials and on the proper assembly of the bearings 

and the engine mounting system from the designer 

point of view. 

The aerodynamic noise can be reduced by an 

optimal selection of the number of cooling fan blades, 

the number of rotor notches and the channels 

ventilation form taking into consideration to minimize 

the siren effect. 

The electromagnetic noise can be reduced by an 

adequate selection of the number of notches (reducing 

the parasitic radial forces and the torque pulsation), the 

electromagnetic loads, and the number of notches and 

maintain the same impedance winding phases. 

The most reliable, rich in information and simple 

method is to monitor the input current, vibrations and 

the axial flow. Accelerometers and vibration pick-ups 

must be installed to monitor vibrations (considering 

their low cost). 

Monitoring techniques are based on measurements 

in the time domain and frequency domain. 

The most frequently faults that can be seized by a 

vibration monitoring of the constant magnet electric 

motors are: 

- The mechanical unbalance of the rotor or 

eccentricity characterized by a sinusoidal vibration 

having the frequency of one per rotation (number 

of rotations per second); 

- Faults of the bearings having results in frequency 

depending on the type of fault 

- Bearing lubrication problem characterized by a 

sinusoidal from 0.43 Hz up to 0.48 Hz of the 

number of revolutions per second; 

- Frictions characterized by an equal vibration 

frequency or a multiple of the number of rotations 

per second; 

- Thermal imbalance having as a result a change in 

vibrations amplitude as the motor warms. 

TABLE I. Technical characteristics of the motor. 

Frequency (Hz) 50 

Rated voltage (V) 220 

Maximum sink current (mA) 21 

Coil resistance (Ω) ±5% 5000 

Pull-out torque (Nm) 5,88x10-3 

Breakaway torque (Nm) 3,13x10-3 

Admitted peak torque (Nm) 1,7x10-3 

Rated speed (rpm) 600 

Apparent power (VA) 4,2 

Real power (W) 3,7 

 
TABLE II. Motor functioning conditions. 

Functioning position  indifferent 

Mode continuous or intermittent 

Operating mode 5 years 

Normal period of operation -10°C...+60°C 

Relative humidity max. 85% la +25°C 

Over temperature 70°C 

Without electric conductor powders and without active agents 

from a chemical point of view 

2.1. Tests to determine reliability indicators for 

ten motors 

In order to determine reliability parameters of the 

motors, a number of ten motors were electrically tested. 

The test conditions were the following:  

- Loading: no-load running; 

- Electric supply at 220V, 50Hz, in continuous 

running; 

- Normal climate (tests were realized in laboratory); 

temperature from 15°C to 30°C, relative humidity 

40-80% 

- Throughout the tests, the accurate operation of the 

motors was followed, measurements being made at 

every 300 hours of functioning. 

The functional parameters of the motor on which 

measurements were made were the sink current and 

rotation speed. The following experimental data were 

achieved and are presented in table III. 

The reliability indicators were determined in these 

conditions: 

- The number of elements in testing: 10n   motors; 

- The number of malfunctions reported: 1c   

- Total test time: 1800t   hours 

- The confidence level of determination: * 0,9p  . 

The exponential partition law and Weibull 

distribution law were used to analyze and to statistically 

process the results. 

The attestation of the reliability indicators is 

subject to the following malfunction criteria: 

- Total malfunctions: burning coil, blockings, part 

damages, etc. 

- Functional parameters modification: failure due to 

the torque value given by the technical 

specifications. 

TABLE III. The sink current and the rotation speed for the 1800 hours 

of functioning. 
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a)      

      b) 
Fig. 2. Good functioning state reliability motor compared with the 

reliability of the motor that has cracks in stator: a) calculated reliability for 

minimum level of vibrations obtained in this case; b) calculated reliability 

for maximum level of vibrations obtained in this case. 

After 1800 hours of operation, it was ascertained 

that the tested motors present a good functioning 

stability by keeping the revolution per minute and the 

current in acceptable limits, presenting revolution per 

minute variations 0,3%.. 0,5%   and maximum sink 

current -4mA. During the 1800 hours of operation, a 

single fault has been reported on the ten samples tested 

at the last measurement referred to 1800 hours of 

functioning and it consisted in a perceptible weak noise 

in the motor reduction. 

We’ve found a pronounced wear of the bearings 

after the motor trip. The wearing degree isn’t uniform 

on all six bearings. This increases progressively till the 

bearing on the arbor. Here, the defect is maximum, 

catastrophic. 

After the other motors tests, we find a weak wear 

of the bearings which is due to the wearing after 1800 

hours of functioning in the stationary regime duty 

operating mode. 

In terms of the fault discovered after 1800 hours 

of functioning, it is considered to be an accidental fault. 

The fractional-power motors showed no electrical 

or mechanical faults after 1800 hours of functioning. 

2.2. Ten motors reliability calculation 

To calculate the reliability, the lot of ten motors was 

stressed in idle mode. 

Measurements were made at every 300  hours of 

functioning. The exponential distribution law was used 

to analyze and statistically process the obtained results. 

During 1800  hours of functioning, on the ten tested 

samples, a single fault detected at the last measurement 

was signaled. Thus, a virtual Lab View instrument was 

realized to calculate the reliability and the fault rate of 

the ten motors lot taking into account the results 

obtained in practice. 

As it can be seen, going from the experimental 

data obtained, the reliability obtained for the whole lot 

of ten motors is very close to the analytically calculated 

reliability for a single motor. Thus, considering the 

construction data given by the manufacturer, the 

analytical calculation method of the motor’s reliability 

is validated. 

TABLE IV. A single motor reliability, calculated from the practical 
data obtained and the reliability of a motor, analytical calculated. 

Reliability 

calculus mode 

Analytical – using data 

given by the 

manufacturer 

Practical – using 

data obtained from 

the ten motors lot 

Reliability 0,9199631 0,9048374 

2.3. The vibration influence over the motor’s 

reliability 

To calculate the influence of vibrations over the 

motor’s reliability, the practical results obtained from 

the tested motors are taken into consideration [12][14]. 

Thus, we can follow the evolution of forces that 

produce these vibrations. Comparing the motor in fault 

state, the reliability of the motor in good functioning 

state is calculated, replacing this coefficient with its 

new value that depends on vibrations. 

The faults taken into consideration are: 

- cracks in stator, rotor and motor teeth; 

- material faults in stator, rotor and motor teeth; 

- eccentricity. 

The results are shown in the next figures: 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Reliability calculus of the ten motors batch. a)      

      b) 
Fig. 3. Good functioning state reliability motor compared with the 

reliability of the motor that has cracks in rotor: a) calculated 

reliability for minimum level of vibrations obtained in this case; 

b) calculated reliability for maximum level of vibrations obtained in 
this case. 
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a)      

      b) 
Fig. 4. Good functioning state reliability motor compared with the 

reliability of the motor that has cracks in teeth: a) calculated reliability 

for minimum level of vibrations obtained in this case; b) calculated 

reliability for maximum level of vibrations obtained in this case. 

a)      

      b) 
Fig. 5. Good functioning state reliability motor compared with the 

reliability of the motor that has material faults in stator: a) calculated 

reliability for minimum level of vibrations obtained in this case; 

b) calculated reliability for maximum level of vibrations obtained in this 
case. 

a)      

      b) 
Fig. 7. Good functioning state reliability motor compared with the 

reliability of the motor that has material faults in teeth: a) calculated 

reliability for minimum level of vibrations obtained in this case; 
b) calculated reliability for maximum level of vibrations obtained in 

this case. 

a)      
      b) 

Fig. 6. Good functioning state reliability motor compared with the 

reliability of the motor that has material faults in rotor: a) calculated 
reliability for minimum level of vibrations obtained in this case; 

b) calculated reliability for maximum level of vibrations obtained in 

this case. 

a)      

      b) 
Fig. 8. Good functioning state reliability motor compared with the 

reliability of the motor that has eccentric rotor: a) calculated reliability 

for minimum level of vibrations obtained in this case; b) calculated 
reliability for maximum level of vibrations obtained in this case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The present study shows that the reliability 

decreases with the vibrations increasing. 

Having considered that reliability is calculated 

with exponential distribution method, we could 

estimate a difference that rises exponentially between 

motor’s reliability in good functioning state and faulty 

motor. By the time passing, this difference rises and the 

two reliabilities have different features. 
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